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         On the 15
th

 of June 2012, I went to China for my 4
th

 stint of training in as many years. My first 

time training here was when I was ten and yet to make a State Team. That time I only did one on one 

training with a young coach where I was taught the basic footwork and strokes. The coach use to be 

in the Beijing State Team along with Wang Hao. My second and third time training in China was in 

the city of Shantou located in the state of Guangdong. I trained at the State Academy for table tennis 

along with Dominic Huang for the entirety and Joshua Cheung for a month. I trained and lived by 

myself the second time round. Here, there were three groups of players and I joined the second 

group where the players were my age and standard. There were three coaches for the three 

respective groups.  The first group coach, Coach Yu, had great experience and use to coach the 

National 2
nd

 Squad. The second group coach and the coach who looked after us was Coach Liu who 

apparently coached Ma Lin. Dominic and I also organised some one on one training with one of the 

oldest boys.  Dominic and I trained with him for an hour and a half twice a week. On my second 

return to the academy training was similar. This time round I am back in Guangzhou. I trained near 

the State Team but with a squad outside the state team. The squad consisted of players aspiring to 

get into the State Team but also many using table tennis to get them into courses at university.  

         On the 20
th

 I started my training after a couple days of sightseeing in Shanghai. There were 

around 16 players ranging from my level to close to state team level. It took the first couple of days 

to adjust to the schedule and training since I haven’t trained like this since the last time I came to 

China. There were two sessions everyday; one consisting of multi-ball and one single ball and 

practice matches. Training started at 9am in the morning until 11:30. The afternoon session resumed 

at 2pm and finished at 5. During the 2 and a half hour break we would buy lunch (rice with different 

vegetables and meat everyday)from a nearby cafeteria which also catered for all the state teams 

ranging from the table tennis team to the track and field athletes. Normally we would take a nap for 

an hour after lunch. This would take place in a room which was specifically designated and compiled 

of mattresses. Of course after training there would be an hour or so of physical training.  

        Full training days (Mon-Sat excluding Tues and Thurs) started with a quick warm-up before 

service return practice. This was a very important exercise and all the players were expected to treat 

it as a match even though the rally ended after the first return. Basically one person on a table 

would have a bucket of balls and would serve wherever and whatever spins their partner asked for. 

Sometimes I would have asked for just backhand short any spin or on other days full table top spin. 

It was basically one person practicing returning serves whilst the other is doing service practice at 

the same time. This way each person would at least to 15 minutes of service practice every day even 

though it wasn’t the main purpose of the exercise. 45 minutes into the session and we started multi-

ball. The first three buckets were focused on footwork. First bucket was normally forehand 3 points 

(forehand, middle pivot) or forehand anywhere. Second bucket was normally anywhere but with 

backhand and forehands together. This normally started with backspin and started again after 

around 15 balls. The last footwork exercise incorporated the crossover. It was backspin pivot then 

forehand, backhand and then one free ball anywhere. The coaches normally said though that it 

would be better to get to the ball with a normal footwork ( if the second ball allowed) as the 

recovery for the next ball would be better. The 4
th

 bucket of balls would be forehand looping off 



backspin. It would either be forehand looping off backspin anywhere or one short push then 

anywhere forehand off the partner/coaches push return.  The 5th bucket was normally backhands off 

backspin or short balls of your choice. Like all the buckets the exercise could be changed slightly. For 

example, sometimes I would do backhand flick then several backhands or a short push and then a 

backspin off backspin. The last bucket was always counter-looping which was very important. On 

Tuesday or Wednesday I would train with one of the coaches who use to be in the state team. We 

did both single ball and multi-ball for 2 hours. During these sessions I was also able to practice some 

things that weren’t focused on as much during training (short pushing, blocking multi-ball etc.) 

               Training in the afternoon started with the usual warm-up before 5 or so minutes of loop to 

loop practice. From here we would jump straight into footwork exercises. Each exercise would be 15 

minutes for each person. The first exercise was always forehand looping anywhere. The focus of this 

exercise is obviously footwork but also timing. Both are important to achieve the main priority in 

most of these closed exercises which is consistency and longer rallies. The second exercise would 

normally start off with a serve then either a loop off backspin or flick before anywhere backhand or 

forehand. The 3rd & 4th exercise would be around game play and would vary. Afterwards we would 

normally play sets or best of three matches where there would be 2 or 3 Renminbi (7 Chinese dollars 

= approx. $1) at stake. This was a good time to try some new things and use the practice materials in 

real matches.  

        Physical training is always a very important part of training for every sport and table tennis is no 

different. The arranged physical training focused on leg, core and arm strength. The first of the two 

physical programs would start off with 3 sets of sit ups. The aim was 50 in a minute though the top 

players were expected at least 60-70. Followed were 100 reverse sit ups focusing on back strength 

(not timed). Following this was 3 sets of a footwork exercise where a barrier would be set up 

approximately 2 metres from a table. The aim would be to touch the barrier and table 30 times 

under 23 seconds. To finish off there would be 150 double skips or if you were incapable of skipping 

twice in one skip like myself then 400 regular skips was expected. The 2nd of the two programs 

involved doing 3 sets of bench presses and leg presses in the many weight rooms used by all the 

other state teams. This is then followed by either a 3km run under 13 minutes or 3 sets of 400 metre 

sprints. These programs normally finish at around 6pm and the main coach, Coach Gum, normally 

feeds multi-ball to players who are eager to gain extra training.  

      Several times I went into the actual state team when the usual training centre would be booked 

out by a competition. This was a very good opportunity to see some of the best players in the state 

in practice or in matches. Their multi-ball was especially interesting to watch. Most footwork 

exercises would be 2 minutes long without any rests in between. Not only was their footwork 

incredible but also consistency even in the last quarter of the 2 minutes. A left hander who was one 

of the best in the team and nearly in the National Squad impressed me the most. He did backspin 

forehand anywhere and not only was his footwork incredible throughout the entire 2 minutes but 

also speed of the forearm and turn in the waist. I regret not filming it. What even amazed me more 

was when the coach told me that the national squad did the same thing but for ten minutes! The 

coach pointed out that not only was these players better technically but also physically. I remember 

one of his quotes which was ‘You can tell whether someone is not professional, state team or 

national team just by looking at how big and muscular their legs are’. 



      During my training I went with the squad to one of the biggest universities in Guangdong and a 

table tennis academy to play some matches. We got to the university by taxi luckily found the 

stadium amongst all the buildings in this massive premise. The stadium was very professional as you 

would expect in China. All the courts had red professional flooring while the lights were better than 

the lighting at any of the National tournaments I have been to. The players here got into their 

courses via their table tennis achievements like some of the bigger kids in my squad. This is one of 

the benefits of playing table tennis in China. Even if you don’t make the state or national team you 

can still get into a course using table tennis even if you have hardly studied as a junior. And once you 

make a state or national team you could practically become either a coach or training partner/coach 

(All the coaches at the first place I trained were previous state team members) The players here 

were far too good for most of us but it was a good experience seeing these players are adults and 

have much more power and experience. Next day we went to the Guangzhou Table Tennis Academy 

where more players were my standard. I won half of my matches against their first squad though 

none of them were spectacular (otherwise they would probably be in the state team).  

         Sometimes our coach also organised us to play the boys and girls in group 3 of the state team. They aren’t 

officially part of the state team but have a very good chance of getting as they get noticed easier since they 

train and live with the state team. I played the guys once and though didn’t win any matches felt like their style 

was good to play against and very normal and clean. This wasn’t the case every time I played the girls team 

though who we played every week.  I was half-half with the girl team but some girls absolutely flogged me 

because they were either too fast or hit too hard and consistently with their pimples. I also realised that when 

playing the girls they played their style which is fast from both wings extremely well whilst when playing the 

guys it felt easier as it was more topspin rallies and slower compared to the girls.  

          Besides training I have on most nights tried to catch up on work that I missed out from school. This work 

is normally set through my school email and netbook which I brought with me. On Sundays which is my only 

rest day I normally just give my mind a rest and sleep in before going out with my uncle who always has 

somewhere to show me. I buy my breakfast from a small bread shop just below our (uncle’s family and 

grandparents) apartment and eat dinner with everyone else. My grandma normally washes everyone’s clothes 

everyday which is great as I always have clean clothes to wear. I slept in the same room as my cousin who is a 

year younger than me. I couldn’t have asked for a better accommodation and feel extremely gracious to them 

making me feel so welcome. 

            When leaving China I felt good about what I had done for the month and a half of training. I felt like I 

trained hard and productively and though it may not turn into results immediately, I feel like it has improved 

my understanding and respect of table tennis and the training required; things that have improved every time I 

return to China. The coaches told me to try and do the similar things whilst in Australia which will be hard not 

only with the limited time but also limited training partners. I have realised long ago that China is just so much 

better because not only are the players training more but they have so many good players to train with and 

also many good coaches to look after every single one of them. I know that to achieve better things in the 

future I will be back in China again.  In the meantime I will try to find more training partners to replicate my 

China trip.  

              Besides table tennis, I have also seen many new things and had many new wonderful experiences 

throughout this trip. I was able to experience Shanghai; the amazing skyline and Shanghai Tower; the 

awesome Apple underground store and also Tongli, the home of Shanghai’s Venice. I was able to fly to and 

from China by myself and also experienced Shanghai Airport in its entirety when I had to wait there for 8 hours 

for my flight back home after a domestic flight from Guangzhou. This has been a very exciting journey from 

many perspectives and so I am already planning my next trip. 


